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Daniel’s tips!
X-Tray for X-Guard
now available in
SnapperWorks
Did you know that you now have the possibility to
draw an effective cable routing system together
with your machine guard? You can find it all in the
latest version of SnapperWorks 3.32.
Just fill in the type of installation you want, together
with the size of your cable trays. The software will
then automatically draw the cable trays in with your
machine guard.

Axel is here
Say hi to Axelent’s new safety agent. Axel is here
to be your guide to a safer workplace. As his
first job at Axelent, our somewhat unlucky agent
turned his attention to a sawmill in great need of
safety work. With the right Axelent products in the
right places he completely transformed the place.
Axel’s efforts for safer workplaces never stops,
even when the camera is not rolling. There are
always new challenges to face. So, keep your
eyes peeled for new adventures with our furry
little friend.
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SPAIN

Other photos from
the competition

Axelent Spain

Staff showed their creative
side in a photo contest
All the staff at Axelent Spain took part in a competition to take photos that included
Axelent’s backpack. From the many excellent contributions, Maribel Hormigo’s photo
was voted the winner and she won a romantic trip for two. A more fitting prize would
be hard to imagine as her picture shows her boyfriend proposing to her at a very
special dinner. The photo has everything needed for a moment such as this: wine,
roses and an engagement ring. It is not difficult to see why it won her co-workers’ vote.
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SPAIN

GERMANY

Art exhibition hangs
on Axelent’s mesh
walls in Bremen
For the creative mind, Axelent’s mesh
walls can be used for more than
protecting people and property. The
photo exhibition Space Girls Space
Women is showing at the Universum
museum in Bremen until October 2018.
The exhibition’s focus is on women in
the space sector, both from a historical
and contemporary perspective. Hopefully
many young women will be inspired.

Entrance.

Technical office.

Axelent Spain
keeps growing
Axelent Spain, S.A.U. has expanded its offices
at the 1300 m2 warehouse in Barcelona.
The extension has given more space to the
Technical Office, Administration, Commercial,
and Marketing department, while creating a
separate office for Management.
A large meeting room has been created
as well as a new kitchen for the staff. Last
December the Managing meeting was held
in the new meeting room, in March it will
host the Marketing meeting (AWM).

Meeting room.
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GERMANY

Sven’s tips!
Smart height adjustment
of X-Guard panels
At Axelent we focus on simplicity in the
assembly and adjustment of your machine
guards. Flexibility is important in giving every
customer the ultimate use of our products.
You do know that each panel can be heightadjusted individually, unlike many other
systems on the market?
Anna Seidel at full speed on the Short Track course.

Short track

Anna Seidel won a bronze medal at the
European Championships in Dresden
Few sports are as intense and quick as Short Track. One
of the quickest during the European Championships in
Dresden, Germany, was Axelent-sponsored Anna
Seidel, 19. The young German put her best foot
forward in front of her home fans to win the 1000
metre bronze medal.
This is Anna’s second medal in a large international
championships at senior level. Her career took off early
as she was only 15 when she took part in her first Winter
Olympics. Injuries have hindered her development since
then. At this year’s PyeongChang Winter Olympics, her
best finish was 15th in the 500 metres. But Anna is already
looking forward to the next Olympics with confidence.
She has the talent, and with her young age she definitely
has time on her side.

5 QUICKIES
with Anna Seidel
Cit y or countr yside?
Cit y
Activity or relaxation?
Relaxation
Eat out or at home?
Out
Favourite place?
At the ocean
Hidden talent?
hy
fashion and photograp
for
le
Fab

Dutch superstar Sjinkie Knegt in the lead during the European Championships.
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GLOBAL

The global campaign

Movie time!
Grab your popcorn and get ready.
Axelent published several films during the
global campaign. The film Welcome to
Hillerstorp came out on January 10 and
became very popular. Many at the company
felt that it really captured the Axelent spirit.
On January 17, Axel appeared in public for
the first time when his film from the sawmill
released. Enjoy the show, and the popcorn.
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See the videos at our
YouTube channel

Axelent Group

Axel at the sawmill

Welcome to Hillerstorp

The film
Axel takes on a sawmill in great need of
safety. With the help of Axelent’s products
the workplace becomes safe.

The film
Follow us to a snowy Hillerstorp and see
where all the Axelent products are made,
before they ship worldwide.

Views on YouTube
89 682

Views on YouTube
40 803

Views on Facebook
63 377

Views on Facebook
76 962

Views in total

Views in total

153 059

117 765
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SWITZERLAND

Postcard
fro m
Swi tzerlan d
Kern Studer, Switzerland

Axelent’s flexible solutions
are top in the Alps
Kern Studer has its head office in Samstagern and a branch in Yverdon-les-Bains.
They are market leaders within mesh panels for both industry and residential properties.
The emphasis is put on service and flexibility to ensure that the customer gets the
ultimate use of their products. Co-owner Urs Studer tells us more about the business.

Which products do you sell?
Our bestsellers are F-2000 and X-Guard. X-Tray and
SafeStore are also often used. The range of applications
for grid elements is very varied. However, the requirements
of our customers are often not suitable for “pure” Axelent
applications. For this reason we sell not only material but
also special solutions.

How many employees do you have at
the company?
At our head office in Samstagern and our branch in the
French-speaking part of Switzerland, we employ over 60
people and more than 10 assembly teams are on the road
for our customers everywhere.

Which markets do you focus on?
We focus on industrial applications such as warehouses,
data centres, machine guards, workstation equipment for
distribution and installation, and art storage systems
for museums.

What are Axelent’s strong points?
Axelent’s products are flexible and versatile. The effort for
planning and preparation is low and the prices are also
competitive. The good quality and speedy deliveries make
Axelent a valuable partner.

What are the advantages of being part of
the Axelent Group?
We get excellent support. For technical questions and
special applications you can count on the experience of
the whole group. Axelent is also a well-known brand.
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How do you and your customers feel about
Axelent being a Swedish company with its
own production plant?
The Swiss are very positive about Swedish products. Other
big companies like Volvo, Ikea or H&M do a good job here.

What does the future hold?
In the future, our small market in Switzerland will be even
harder hit by cheaper suppliers from abroad. Our speed,
flexibility and willingness to look beyond the horizon should
convince customers of us. Thanks to this service, the
customer will forgive us a slightly higher price.

FACTS | SWITZERLAND
Axelent
GmbH

X-märkta
6 kilometer

Switzerland is located in Central Europe and is
mostly in the Alpine region. The country is one
of Europe’s smaller states with a surface area of
41,285 sq km.
It is one of the richest countries in the world per
capita. The biggest exports are pharmaceuticals,
clocks, chocolate and cheese.
Population
8,400,000
Capital
Bern
Official languages
German, French, Italian and Romansh
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AUSTRALIA

FRANCE

Storage for wine enthusiasts in Paris
Les Chais de France is a place where wine enthusiasts can rent their own storage in
the company’s big wine cellar. Located in a natural storeroom, Les Chais de France
wine cellars benefit from timeless beauty of cut chalk with the efficiency of the latest
technologies in terms of hygrometry. They also offer wine tastings at the convivial bar.

The standard box contains from 200 to 550 necks
depending on the size and layout chosen by the customer.
Les Chais de France are able to create customised storage
space for larger quantities of bottles if required. Les Chais
de France chose to work with BMI Axelent for the layout
of their wine cellar storerooms. Mr. De La Porte, MD at
Les Chais de France, has answered some questions
about Axelent’s products.

Thirdly, we needed to customise the mesh panels sizes
to streamline the storage.

Why did you choose BMI Axelent as a
safety partner?
BMI Axelent was the supplier who offered the best match
for products and services at a competitive price.

NHP’s Allen Rigby and Rohan Pandit after securing the initial Axelent order.

What was your need in terms of safety
and storage?

Equipping the Australian market
with enhanced safety solutions

First of all, we needed storerooms with mesh walls which
allowed air circulation. Secondly, the mesh had to be thick
enough to avoid degradation with any tools.

What do you think about Axelent’s products?
I am totally satisfied with Axelent’s products, they are of good
quality and good finishing. The panels are easy to install,
in addition the order process and the delivery time always
being reliable.

Towards the end of 2017, NHP partnered with Axelent acquiring distribution rights to
their safety fencing solution (X-Guard) and wire tray products (X-Tray) in Australia.

The partnership equips the local industry with unrivaled,
flexible and complete solutions that enable the agility to
customise products, all of which are designed in accordance
to local specifications. Recently, we caught up with NHP’s
Product Marketing Manager - Safety, Sensing & Signalling,
Rohan Pandit to discuss the recent partnership and the
range introduction:

How have customers responded to the
introduction of the Axelent range?
The introduction of the quality Swedish products seemed
a natural fit for NHP, complementing our existing safety
portfolio giving us a complete and comprehensive range.
The overall response has been positive and sparked a great
amount of interest as the range differs from anything else
available, providing customers with a fully customisable and
integratable solution as well as extensive options to suit
specific application requirements.

What has been the biggest success so far?
Since offering the Australian market the advanced, tailored
solution, together NHP and Axelent have secured and
implemented the range in projects across the country.
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With an established portfolio of projects already underway,
there are many projects and opportunities in the pipeline.

How does the future look for Axelent
and NHP?
Even though our partnership has not spanned a lengthy
amount of time, in my experience, we have already
established a great relationship fostered through the local
support of Axelent’s presence in Australia. With common
foundations stemming from underlying passions for
innovation, the partnership between NHP and Axelent
looks to have a healthy and bright future.

CUSTOMER CASE

What are your thoughts of Axelent’s new
safety agent, Axel?

Company
Les Chais de France

Axel is a fresh and interesting take on promoting a safety
culture in the workplace. This initiative from Axelent, evokes
an engaged audience, injects a sense of comedy and
creates a memorable brand association experience.
With the innovative ranges creating a pathway for safety,
the partnership is sure to elevate the benchmark for the
local Australian market.

Place
Paris, France
Products
Storerooms F/FK
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GLOBAL

The global campaign

Four things you can’t miss
on our campaign site!
The global campaign has given us more than our new friend Axel.
The overarching theme of the first part of our campaign has been safety.
You can find a lot of good information on our campaign site, see the list below.

1

Axelent TV

2

Test: How safe is your workplace?

3

Guide: How to create a safe workplace

4

Watch: Mounting of X-Guard

Read it all at: www.axelent.com/axel
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